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Committee sacks Midnight Breakfast Reduced

bus routes
result in
commuter
concerns

By MIKE KNAPE
Due to unacceptable student conduct at
the event last fall, there will not be a Midnight Breakfast this spring for the first
time in ten years. The decision was made
at the March 7 meeting of the event’s
planning committee, which is made up of
six staff members and the ASUPS President and Vice-President. ASUPS and the
Student Activities Office are still working
to put on a different event, but nothing is
confirmed.
“The fall Midnight Breakfast was, in
my mind, probably the toughest in terms
of student behavior. Without major shifts
in attitude and behavior we couldn’t continue. I think we do have a consensus
with ASUPS that major things need to be
changed and now we do not have enough
time before May,” Dean of Students Mike
see BREAKFAST page 2
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By ANNETTE D’AUTREMONT
On March 1, Pierce County Transit’s main natural gas fueling station
in Lakewood exploded, which created problems for the some 300 buses making routes in Pierce County,
according to the Tacoma News Tribune.
Buses were forced to run on
the Saturday schedule during the
weekdays. This meant that buses
stopped at each station every hour
as opposed to the regular half hour
schedule, creating many concerns
for commuters.
According to a March 28 press release from Pierce Country transit,
regular service has been reduced by
approximately 20% as a result. “Repairs to the fueling station will take
several months and the agency will
see BUS ROUTES page 2

Senior gift donations Volunteers dedicate spring break to
garner mixed reactions service in San Francisco, Tacoma
By CAITLIN DOXSIE

This year, the Senior Class Gift
Committee has been working very
hard to promote and educate students about the Senior Class Gift
Campaign.
According to the staff liaison
to the Senior Class Gift Committee and Director of Annual Giving
Abbie Larson, for the past six years
the Senior Class Gift Committee—
which consists of 40 seniors—has
been asking seniors to make a “fiveyear pledge.” This includes donating $5 this year, $10 in 2012, $15 in
2013, $20 in 2014 and $25 in 2015,
making for a total of $75.
According to Senior Class Gift
“Mythbusters” posters and stickers
featuring former ASUPS President
Dan Miller and former ASUPS Vice
President Alex Lewis, Puget Sound
is a non-profit organization where
90 percent of students receive financial aid and 20 percent of the cost to
educate a student is supported by
annual giving, such as the Senior
Class Gift Campaign.
“The money [generated by the Senior Class Gift Campaign] is entirely used for scholarships for students
as need-based financial aid,” Miller
stated.
“Seniors should donate because
we received financial aid from the
classes before us, and because the
classes graduating after us deserve
our support. It is such a small gift in
comparison to the things students
spend money on, but it will make a
major difference for several students
next year,” Miller added.
Not only do alumni donations
benefit students, but they also benefit Puget Sound’s rankings. Larson
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explained that the amount of alumni who donate to their universities
contributes to the overall rankings
assigned to universities by organizations, such as the US News and
World Report.
“When a college has high public
rankings, their reputation is stronger. High alumni participation and
strong public rankings make Puget
Sound competitive in attracting the
most talented students and faculty,”
Larson explained.
“Alumni participation is also
considered as a qualification for
many foundations and corporations (granting organizations) who
award funds to the colleges and universities they see as most deserving.
Higher alumni participation rates
will make Puget Sound more competitive when applying for grant
money that supplements the liberal
arts curriculum, provides resources for faculty, funds state-of-the-art
technology and learning facilities,
and provides support for co-curricular programs,” Larson added.
This year’s Senior Class Gift
Committee is described as being
“very passionate” by Larson, and she
revealed that the Committee would
like to break the Class of 2009 record of 53 percent senior participation in the Campaign this year.
“We have tried really hard this
year to make sure that seniors know
what [the Senior Class Gift Campaign] is,” Senior Class Gift Committee member Travis Freidman
said.
The Committee has used many
different methods for educating the
senior class.

see DONATIONS page 2

By KIMBERLEE FREDERICK

While many Puget Sound students stole away to the sun, snow
or other hot-spot destinations for
spring break, a handful of servicededicated students chose to participate in Alternative Spring Break—a
week of community service activities that this year took place both
here in Tacoma and in San Francisco.
Sponsored by the department of
Spirituality, Service and Social Justice (SSSJ), Alternative Spring Break
has been offered for several years at
Puget Sound, but up to this point
has only included work in Tacoma.
This year, one group of volunteers
embraced projects related environmental justice in Tacoma, while another went to San Francisco to focus
on bringing communities together
through service and interfaith dialogue.
According to Social Justice Coordinator Skylar Bihl, a group of six
volunteers worked from the Monday of spring break to Thursday in
Tacoma with several different organizations. At the Tacoma Nature
Center, the impacts of invasive species on local water were discussed,
and a diseased tree was removed
from near a walking trail.
“The most rewarding aspect of
the week was seeing how much the
work we did at the Tacoma Nature
center was appreciated,” Bihl said.
The group also participated in a
plant salvage program with Citizens
for a Healthy Bay and helped to salvage plants from Gig Harbor for a
habitat restoration project. A continuation of that project will occur
tomorrow, Saturday the 26, where
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Alternative break: Students volunteer in Tacoma (above) and
San Francisco (below) on environmental and community projects.
a “potting party” will be held to pot
the plants that were salvaged from
the harbor.
They also had the chance to attend an environmental justice presentation on how Tacoma communities of low socioeconomic status
are adversely affected by factory and
landfill placement.
The group also visited the Tacoma Landfill and explored the “recycling center, household hazardous
waste center and had an in-depth
tour of the EnviroHouse,” according
to Bihl. “I really enjoyed seeing how
items had been recycled and turned
into counter tops, floors or other
household items,” she said.
In San Francisco, meanwhile,
SSSJ director Dave Wright was leading seven students through service an area marked by poverty, a high
projects and interfaith-related ac- homeless population and significant
tivities in the neighborhood of San
Francisco known as The Tenderloin, see SPRING BREAK page 2
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Watson winners anticipate research endeavors
By SYLVIE DALEY

Post-graduation plans are shaping
up to be an exceptional adventure
for seniors Margaret Shelton and
Jacki Ward, who were announced
recipients of this year’s Watson Fellowship last week.
The fellowship, established in
1968 by IBM founder Thomas J.
Watson, is a national grant which
enables students to further pursue
their interests after finishing college. Applications for the fellowship
include in-depth project proposals
and selected applicants are awarded
a $25,000 stipend to travel abroad
for one year following graduation.
The grant is designed as an investment in individual students who
demonstrate “unusual promise,”
both in their academic and extracurricular work, according to watsonfellowship.org.
For Shelton and Ward, the fellow-
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Segawa said. “Our hope is that it
comes back, but right now we’re just
not comfortable that we will provide
a safe enough atmosphere.”
The debate over this spring’s event
started in January when committee
member and Director of Student
Activities Marta Palmquist-Cady
sent out a questionnaire to faculty
and staff volunteers regarding the
fall’s Midnight Breakfast.
The responses raised a number of
safety concerns that warranted further investigation.
“They outlined a variety of incidents that were on the verge of creating a situation that would have
been unmanageable for us. A lot of
staff members wrote that they felt
uncomfortable and some felt unsafe,” Palmquist-Cady said.
“I firmly do believe in the event,
but we need to do it in a way that is
safe for all of our community members.”
Aside from an increased number
of overly drunk students, the questionnaire reported that custodians
had salt and pepper shakers thrown
at them and the Rockaroake band
also had food thrown at them.
Significant amounts of alcohol

SPRING BREAK
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

drug use.
“The primary service project was
working at the Glide UMC [United
Methodist Church] meals program,”
Wright said.
According to Wright, Glide serves
as many as 3,000 meals per day in
The Tenderloin. “Serving meals was
very personally rewarding. Even
though I did not get a chance to interact directly with clients…you
know you’re contributing to a much
larger program,” Zach Lam, a participant on the trip, said.
Beyond its foundational meals
project Glide also offers “around 85
social service, rehab, housing and
training programs to clients in and
around The Tenderloin,” Wright
said.

ship will offer a unique opportunity
to explore their enthusiasms in a variety of cultural contexts.
“It’s the adventure of a lifetime,”
said Shelton, who will be touring
several countries in Europe, Asia
and Central America to study traditional folk harp. Shelton developed
an interest in the harp when she was
five, after seeing a performance at a
festival in Enumclaw, and told her
parents she wanted to be a harpist.
“They told me I should take a
year of piano first,” said Shelton. “So
I took piano for a year. Then, when I
was six, we were driving home from
my last piano recital, and I asked my
parents if I could start taking harp
lessons.” Shelton has now been playing the harp for fourteen years.
Shelton, who hopes to play and
teach the harp professionally, is
grateful for the opportunity to study
the influence of the instrument
around the world. Her project, ti-

tled “More than a Halo, Wings, and
Strings: the Diversity of Harps and
Harpists,” will begin on August 1st
following graduation. Before leaving Puget Sound, Shelton will hold
her senior recital in the Schneebeck
Concert Hall on April 9th.
Jacki Ward’s project, “Stretching
Humanity: Contortion in a CrossCultural Context,” will take her to
Mongolia, India, China, France and
Canada to study contortion and
contemporary circus. She hopes
to combine her long-time interest
in travel and anthropology with a
study of the cultural heritage of circus arts around the world. Ward has
studied contortion for six years, after taking a trapeze class where she
discovered her affinity for the visual
arts. “It was a fusion of all my interests: gymnastics, theater, music,” she
said. “I was inspired by the expressive potential of circus.”
Ward has been performing for

three years, and says she wants to
“continue performing for a while.”
She hopes to eventually go back to
school to pursue a PhD in performance studies.
The University of Puget Sound is
one of forty institutions across the
nation participating in the Watson
Fellowship. The application process for the fellowship is demanding
and competitive, requiring resumés,
personal statement essays, project
outlines, and interviews with a national committee. Individual colleges choose which of their applicants
to nominate nationally — Puget
Sound typically nominates four. The
final awardees are then selected at
the national level.
Fellowship Director Sharon
Chambers-Gordon recruits students
for the Watson Fellowship here at
Puget Sound and mentors applicants throughout the process. With
regards to pursuing the fellowship,

she said, “I want to stress the importance of starting early, of making use
of resources and building a good network.” Chambers-Gordon also emphasized the value of extracurricular
activities and good recommendations as a way for applicants to distinguish themselves.
Shelton and Ward “worked very,
very hard” in their pursuit of the fellowship, said Chambers-Gordon.
“They were very committed to their
applications and their projects and
they interviewed well.”
Shelton and Ward will be beginning their adventures this summer,
and both are honored to be selected for the Watson Fellowship. “I feel
very happy and blessed right now,”
said Shelton. Ward also emphasized her appreciation for the financial support from the fellowship and
people who donate money, saying,
“I wouldn’t have had this opportunity otherwise.”

were found to be stashed in the
S.U.B. for the event and there were
numerous incidents of play-fighting
that worried staff.
In light of these responses, the
committee passed along their
concerns to the ASUPS Senate,
which passed a resolution in support of a slightly changed event
on March 7.
“We proposed removing Rockaroke and replacing it with a jazz
band or other form of calmer music, increasing lighting, controlling
student foot traffic by using part of
Marshall Hall as a serving area instead of room 101, and advertising
it as an alcohol-free event,” ASUPS
stated.
The Senate supports the event’s
continuance because it “is one of
the most widely attended events on
campus,” “it provides a controlled
environment for students to socialize and meet one another,” and “is
an opportunity for students to ‘engage in alternative activities where
alcohol is not a central focus or is
not present’ and ‘alternate alcoholic beverages with non-alcoholic drinks,” according to the resolution.
“We recognize that there are
changes needed, but we want to see
Midnight Breakfast continue because we recognize its value. We’re

trying to do what the students want,
and the general consensus has
been that they want it to continue,”
ASUPS Senator-At-Large Libby Orrick said.
Ultimately, the proposed changes were not enough to affect the
committee’s decision to cancel this
spring’s event.
“While it was a good resolution
and the changes were reasonable,
not having the spring Midnight
Breakfast seemed like a reasonable
consequence for the behavior this
fall. The conversation we had with
the ASUPS Senate was about needing to have some response to that
behavior and making some small
changes may not have sent a clear
enough message,” Palmquist-Cady
said.
“Midnight Breakfast has been
around for a long time in various iterations, and now it is time for another. It is not like it is going away,”
Palmquist-Cady said.
Before a colossal food-fight put
the event on a two year hiatus ten
years ago, Midnight Breakfast was
a ticketed, formal event complete
with jazz music and candlelight.
Future events might include a
barbecue or a concert, or it might
stay in a relatively similar format.
The decision regarding next fall’s
event has not yet been made.

BUS ROUTES

of her bus experiences can be found
on the school’s website. She gets
an ORCA card as payment for her
blogging and comments that it is a
fun and pleasant way to commute.
“If I had to choose between sitting
on a bus looking out the window at
the mountains versus driving and
staring ahead at cars I might crash
into, I would clearly choose taking
the bus.”
And she does: at least twice a
week and encourages students to
ride the bus more often as well.
Student John Bacon is one such
rider who was a weekly commuter
last semester when he went to his
internship downtown. “I would go
to my internship every morning and
catch the bus at 8:30, so I got pretty
familiar with the routes.”
“It is hard to justify driving when
I don’t have to,” says Kuglitsch, “and
it is not good for the environment.”

The week also included looks at
interfaith communities in San Francisco that take on issues of social
justice, as well as looking into the
city’s housing for low-income residents. They received a presentation
about the city’s history with homelessness and housing projects and
a gained a knowledge of the city’s
approach to providing permanent
housing for those without it.
Though this year’s San Francisco
trip was a pilot program to see how
a trip outside of Tacoma would go,
SSSJ plans to continue providing Alternative Spring Break opportunities both in Tacoma and elsewhere.
The themes for the trips change
yearly, and students can expect a
myriad of different issues in trips to
come.
“We considered looking more at
the justice system or immigration
issues, so those might pop up in the

future,” Lam said.
According to Bihl, fundraising on
the part of participants was involved
this year for the San Francisco trip,
but not for the local project. She
added that “scholarships are always
available for those who need them.
We want everyone to be able to participate.”
Student Social Justice Coordinator Caitlin Van Patten, who attended the San Francisco trip, noted
that the presence of the Alternative Spring Break option for Puget
Sound students is an encouraging
one.
“These trips and doing this kind
of work attract people who are passionate—about learning, about the
rights of others, about life,” she said.
“Doing this work and seeing people in different situations than one’s
own gives you a different perspective and your priorities realign.”
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be unable to return to regular service levels prior to implementing
permanent reductions,” the press release stated. A 20% reduction will
occur in June 12 2011 and a 15% reduction in October 2011.
Rebecca Kuglitsch, the Science
Liaison Librarian, was affected by
the reduced schedule. “It was tricky
to manage because there was the
risk that I would not get to work on
time.”
However, almost one month after
the fuel tank explosion, the buses
have added more routes in addition
to the Saturday schedule. Kuglitsch
is now able to get to work on time
with the additional morning routes.
Kuglitsch also blogs for the University as a “bus bLogger” and tales
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“The Committee has put stickers
on the cups in Diversions, has been
tabling in the S.U.B., put up posters and is working on a video, but
most importantly, each member of
the Committee has been working to
talk to their friends and seniors in
their classes, clubs, or teams to make
this a face-to-face campaign,” Miller said.
“It is fun to see a committee as
large as this self-initiate before they
have even left,” Puget Sound alum
and Assistant Director of Alumni Relations Rainier Aliment said
in regards to the Senior Class Gift
Committee.
On the other hand, not all stu-

dents support the campaign.
“I definitely see the benefits of
having a community that shows interest in their own university—its
good promotion for the University
to have students that are so invested
in their community,” freshman Laura Richardson stated.
But, she added, “From my perspective as a broke college student
[the Senior Class Gift Campaign]
sounds like a shameless excuse to
squeeze more money out of us right
after we’re done paying such an exorbitant fee.”
Richardson instead provides her
idea of an alternative to donating
to the school. “It would be better
for them to encourage us to give to
charities who deserve money a bit
more than a wealthy liberal arts college.”

SECURIT Y REPORT

The following incidents have been reported to Security Services
between March 22 and March 28 2011:
A ﬁre extinguisher was maliciously discharged in Todd Phibbs hall.
Security staff investigated and Facilities assisted with the clean up.
A student reported the theft of her bicycle. She stated she secured
it with a cable lock outside the Library. The bicycle and lock were
taken.

Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
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Art and science round out education
By CAITLIN BOVARD

On a college campus, some questions are asked over and over again
that are staples of both small talk
and getting to know someone at a
deeper level. Right up there with
“Where you from?” and “How was
spring break?” is the seemingly benign “What’s your major?”
At Puget Sound, academics are
taken pretty seriously, so it makes
sense that one’s major can be a big
part of his or her identity. These majors represent different disciplines
in the academic environment.
Though differentiated, there
should be a greater emphasis on
making meaningful connections
across multiple schools of thought.
This requires an open mind, experimentation and continual dialogue
between peers and with professors.
A majority of the time, these disciplines, such as art and science, can
appear to be completely separate entities from one another with little or
no overlap.
Professor of Physics Andy Rex
believes the distinction between disciplines can be good and necessary.
“Advancing knowledge in science, for example, depends on deep,
concentrated study and focused research,” Rex said.
However, before undergraduate students reach a graduate level, where the focus narrows to one
subject and discipline, the variety of
perspectives provided by a liberal
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Mixed media: Brighten your mental palette across disciplines.
arts college should be fully exploited
Art professor Elise Richman
stresses the importance of a liberal
arts education on a grander scheme.
“The future of our environment, social justice, and cultural vibrancy
are inextricably linked to the multi-

faceted thinking cultivated by a liberal arts education,” Richman said.
Personally, I am thrilled to attend a liberal arts university because
I am interested in the human body,
which is examined from vastly different yet somehow complementary

perspectives in both art and science
classes. I am a Studio Arts major
with an emphasis in painting, but I
am also on a Pre-Med track with a
minor in Biology. The interplay between art and science fascinates and
engrosses me.
The impression of art on a superficial level is that it is abstract, emotional and strictly pertains to the
humanities. On the other hand, science appears staunchly logical, unbiased and resides in a category that
heralds empirical data and observation as king. To some, they seem like
polar ends of a spectrum and cannot
possibly overlap.
With further thought, science
and art don’t oppose each other on a
spectrum of logical and abstract, as
is usually associated with them.
Science does revolve around observation and consistently observed
tendencies of the natural world. But
many aspects of science are abstract,
such as quantum physics. Scientists resort to abstract metaphors
for things that are either too big or
too small for our little pea brains to
comprehend to give us the feeling of
understanding without ever being
able to experience firsthand these
phenomena.
Art also has many aspects that are
logical. While the experience of art
varies wildly from person to person
to a much greater extent than in science, there is a process to art that resee ART page 4

“Like” used improperly Macs superior to PCs
in and out of university
By MEGAN EVANS
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Chalk it like it’s hot: Liberate your speech from its dusty chain.

By ELLIOT PIROS
What does it mean to speak well?
In my opinion, one must above all
else speak with clarity. One must
avoid words and grammatical constructions that hinder one’s message. “Like” is such a word. Far too
many students, even at this fine University of Puget Sound, are guilty of
using “like” in an improper way.
“Like” is a powerful word. It is
short, loud and somewhat abrasive.
Between the “l” (what linguists call
an alveolar lateral approximant) and
the “k” (a voiceless velar plosive or
stop), is an “i,” which because of its
pairing with the silent “e,” becomes
long. This is equivalent to the diphthong /ai/.
Because of its soft beginning,
“like” comes to the tongue easily.
But because of its strong ending,
it leaves an impression on the ear.
It was precisely on this impression
that Dwight D. Eisenhower’s 1952

presidential campaign capitalized
with its “I like Ike” slogan.
When used improperly, “like”
most commonly acts as a filler or
place-holder. One needs hardly to recall Franka Zappa’s Valley
Girl for examples of this use. Here
more than elsewhere the loudness of
“like” is intolerable.
“Like” is too abrasive to be used
instead of “um.” “Um” has a soft,
soothing quality. Its sound is similar
to the onomatopoeic word “hum,”
or even to the sacred syllable “Om”
of the Indian religions. While “um”
has its own grammatical problems,
it is a far smoother filler than “like.”
When students pepper their phrases
with “like,” they sound staccato, jarring and unpleasant.
In its other improper uses (or colloquial uses, as less scrupulous observers say), “like” becomes as an
adverb, or a quotative. As an adsee LIKE page 4

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

as much more user friendly. For
those who traditionally have used
In the battle of machine versus PCs, Macs may take time to learn.
Mac user Danae Smith highmachine, laptops take the forefront
in college life. Between PC laptops lights this difference with a joke her
and Macs, which is the most college mother uses: “On an HP computer
if there is an error, it just says that
student friendly?
After doing the research, and de- there is an error. On a Mac it says
spite the cost, it seems that the clear ‘your battery is low.’”
Not only does the computer comwinner is a Mac.
The very first thing that peo- municate effectively with the user,
ple who look at Macs probably no- Mac salespeople also love to show
tice is the price. Ranging from $999 off the fundamental gap between a
(Macbook) to $2499 (Macbook Pro PC mouse pad and the highly sen17 inch), they seem exorbitant- sitive mouse pad on a Mac. While
ly priced. PC laptops usually cost a PC pad is typically used just for
somewhere around $400 to $500. moving the mouse, the Mac pad is
Yet a closer look at the numbers built to respond in numerous ways
may actually indicate a smaller gap to finger contact.
The two computers operate very
than originally realized.
One of the points that a Mac sales- differently, and for someone who
person emphasizes as a significant is unwilling to spend time learning
difference between PCs and Macs how to navigate those differences,
is the longevity of the machine. the change might not be worth it.
PCs will often last less than three For those who are, however, it is a
vastly more
years, while
advanced
a Mac is excomputer
pected to last
“PCs will often last less than
designed to
from five to
three years, while a Mac is
respond to
eight years.
expected to last from five to
the user.
Even basic
Not only
things, such
eight years. Even basic things,
is
it easier
as the chargsuch as the charging cords for
to use, it is
ing cords for
PCs are not built to last. If this
often conPCs, are not
holds
true, then buying a PC at
sidered
a
built to last.
the beginning of a college career much more
If this holds
aestheticaltrue,
then
often means having to buy a
ly pleasing
buying a PC
second before graduation.”
c o m p u t e r,
at the begincapable of
ning of a colcreating atlege career
often means having to buy a second tractive documents, presentations
and edited photos quickly and easbefore graduation.
Additionally, Mac laptops all have ily.
Cindy Riche, Director of Client
a nearly unbeatable antivirus program built into the computer. Most Support & Educational Technology
PCs require constant upgrades and Services, says that “the fundamental
they still get viruses easily. Once reason we purchased Mac’s in the
infected, they can take a very long Tech Center is because our focus for
time to fix and often require a trip to that Lab is on video and audio editthe nearest Geek Squad. These “hos- ing… Apple’s emphasis on the aespital visits” can add up and level the thetic and design features of both
their hardware and software creplaying field on costs.
All together, the cost of an HP ate a productive environment withlaptop may mirror that of a Mac in in which to do the kinds of creative
the course of a college career.
Beyond that, Macs are often seen
see MACS page 4
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Pornography
perpetuates
genital
insecurity

By SQUIDGE MAELSTROM
In this sex-centric place in time
and space we call life, chances are
you may (have) come across myriad
types of genitalia during your sexual career. However, the diversity of
the genitalia you experience is likely to depend on how you experience
it—whether it is via real-world relations, the Internet, magazines or (let’s
face it) the mirror. As you explore the
human body, you may be surprised,
perhaps even confused at what you
find.
The quintessential cock/vag glorified on the internet may look completely different from what you’ve got
going on or what you see with your
own eyes. In fact, it’s quite likely. This
can amount to troubling insecurity and, in some cases, disappointment—a problem that our society
is painfully aware of and frequently
mocks.
It’s funny because it’s true: that insecurity is real and in many cases so
are the stereotypical desires, but both
are shaped by illusion. This illusion,
projected by pornography and even
anatomy textbooks, is the cause of
two big problems. People are stressed
and mortified thinking that their
genitalia are abnormal or unappealing.
Not only is appraising one’s own
genitalia a counter-effective way to
spend a sleepless night, but as a result, people (especially women) are
also increasingly going to extremes
and unnecessary lengths to fabricate
their genitalia so that they might be a
more aesthetically appealing or physically satisfying sexual partner.
Whether or not a female is troubled over her particular “vulvic arrangement” or a male is concerned
about the aesthetics and appeal of
his package, these insecurities are
founded on illusion and must be put
to rest.
A particular episode of an Australian television program called “Hungry Beast,” which gives information
and commentary on current events,
cited genital censorship laws in Australia as one of the main causes for
increasing labiaplastic surgery in
Australia and other developed nations.
According to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons, labiaplasty—the process of scissoring off protruding labia minora (the inner lips)
and tucking the remaining bits inside the vaginal crease, ostensibly
to look more “normal”—is the most
rapidly increasing cosmetic surgery
in the world. The labiaplasty footage shown on “Hungry Beast” is also
a jaw-dropping, gut-wrenching process to watch.
In Australia, images of genitalia in
the context of porn may be distributed and sold, but only if they show
“discreet genital detail.” Protruding labia minora, especially if they
are particularly complex or detailed,
are not “discreet” enough. So what
people typically see in soft porn are
tucked-in vags, as the industry wants
to avoid any legal repercussions that
come with “detailed” vaginas and
therefore removes protruding labia
minora via Photoshop.
The wide distribution of these edited versions of the female’s natural
form result in a delusion of “normality” and, seemingly, desire for surgical
“correction.” Not only does such censorship cause insecurity in women
by giving an overwhelming impression that there are only a few prevasee INSECURITY page 4
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Honor codes limit student
performance, work ability

PHOTO COURTESY / DANIEL PENDLETON

Swearing in solitude: The honor code is an antiquated social contract of a less responsible time.

By MATT KITTO
Almost a month ago Brandon
Davies, a starting forward on the
Brigham Young University basketball team, was suspended for the
rest of the season for violating the
school’s honor code. He was suspended for having consensual sex
with his girlfriend. His action was
not exactly a felony, and the punishment showed how outdated and
counterproductive honor codes are.
I am not criticizing BYU; in fact
their actions are laudable. In a college athletics landscape that exploits
the talents of the players for the profits of the school, a team that actually
follows the rules is refreshing. Davies
knew what he was getting into when
he chose to attend BYU and should
be held accountable, but the honor
code he was held to, along with the
honor codes of hundreds of other
universities, don’t make sense.
Most honor codes can be summed
up quickly: I won’t cheat. Academic integrity is a huge issue on college campuses, as it should be, but
it only creates a longer adjustment
time from student to member of the
workforce.
Cheating is wrong. Not paying
your taxes, scamming anyone or any
form of cheating should not be tolerated. Using your calculator to solve

LIKE

continued FROM page 3

verb, “like” means something in the
way of “nearly,” such as in the sentence “Amanda laughed so hard she
like peed her pants.” As a quotative,
“like” introduces a quotation or impersonation: “Dale was like, ‘You
guys are so drunk’.”
In both sentences, “like” introduces ambiguity. How close to peeing her pants was Amanda? Did
Dale actually accuse someone of being drunk?
When it is used correctly, however, “like” is fairly meaningful. In
good grammatical health it functions as a noun, verb, adjective,
conjunction or preposition. One
can speak of “likes and dislikes”
(nouns), or one can ask “but do you
really like him?” (verb). Consider
the prepositional use in Madonna’s
famous line “like a virgin, touched
for the very first time.” Consider
also Shakespeare’s couplet “Like as
waves make towards the pebbled
shore/so do our minutes hasten to
their end.”
In these last two examples the

math problems, notes to write essays or formulas to solve a physics
question isn’t cheating, it’s being resourceful.
I’m fine with an engineer double
checking his calculations with a calculator or another source of information. I don’t mind a doctor checking
the ingredients of medications he’s
prescribing to make sure they don’t
negatively react with something else
I am taking. If my lawyer wants to
make sure the court cases he or she is
citing is accurate I have no problem
with a quick google search.
Honor codes have structured the
way we learn in this country in a
negative way. We spend hours every
week memorizing formulas, definitions and theories in preparation for
exams where we are left with nothing but a pencil. This isn’t reflective
of the conditions we will be using
these skills in.
In the workforce we won’t be
judged on whether or not we can remember a certain formula, we will
be judged on whether we get whatever we are doing right. If we use other resources than our brain to solve
problems, we won’t be called cheaters or be breaking any rules. We will
be doing our job well.
We shouldn’t pretend that we live
in the Stone Age. We live in an era of
unprecedented access to information
and we should use that to our ben-

efit. Millions of people have labored
before us looking to invent and build
the technologies we use today. Ignoring their work only slows down our
unending quest for knowledge.
Some argue that allowing everyone access to information in these
areas will reduce the importance of
a quality education. Whether we like
it or not, our society is based on results.
You can be the smartest person in
the world but if you can’t produce,
tough luck. This isn’t a bad thing. The
cream of the crop will always rise to
the top, and allowing students to use
all sources of information will only
make the cream of the crop better.
Being able to recall information
instantly is still a helpful trait. Being
able to use other sources of information and being able to recall information instantly is an even more helpful trait. The competition that will be
created because of more access to information will only increase the productivity of everyone.
Honor codes have the right idea.
We should live morals and standards that we hold dearly. This does
not directly translate to academics.
We should be encouraged to use all
forms of information to be efficient
and correct, not to be stuck in the
stone age. Honor codes are a thing of
the past and it is time we realize that.

most important proper syntactical
use of “like” is revealed. “Like” as a
preposition sets up a comparison or
simile. The logic of the simile is that
one thing acts merely in a similar
manner to another, not as the other
thing itself.
So, the paradoxical theme of Madonna’s 1984 hit (which was actually
written by Billy Steinberg and Tom
Kelly) is not a virginal experience
itself, but something similar to but
ultimately different from it. Nor, in
Shakespeare’s line, do minutes actually hasten to a shore, for that would
be absurd.
The abrasiveness of “like” can be
harnessed for good in this proper prepositional use. An eloquent
speaker can use the somewhat jarring word to signal to his audience
that he or she is diverging into simile
and that the phrases following “like”
should be weighed differently from
those that came before. An eloquent
speaker in this way demonstrates his
or her mastery over an important
feature of our English language.
Students of the University of Puget
Sound should be eloquent speakers.
They should not burden their phrases and banter with improper uses

of “like.” When a student bombards
a classroom discussion with “like”
in an incorrect way, he or she distracts from the essence and purpose
of what he or she is saying. He or
she who uses “like” incorrectly acts
against his or her purposes. On the
one hand, speaking expresses a desire to be heard and understood. On
the other hand, garbling one’s speech
with “like” diminishes how much of
what one says is understood.
Whether one majors in Mathematics, Classics, Chinese or Biology, one needs to speak well to be
understood. To burden one’s utterances with abrasive place-holders or
to introduce ambiguity into one’s descriptions is to diminish clarity.
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continued FROM page 3

quires critical thinking and problem
solving. While testing hypotheses in
science evokes the image of beakers
and solutions, in art less explicit hypotheses are constantly being made,
tested and analyzed by the artist.
Since declaring an Art major, I
have noticed a subtle undercurrent
of other people thinking that my
major is easier than theirs because
there are not conventional means
of assessment like tests or papers. It
speaks to a greater theme of writing
off that which one does not understand, which translates to prejudice
in many arenas of life.
Furthermore, this idea that art is
less important in some ways than
other more traditional areas of study,
such as science and math, extends
to the fact that budget cuts up to the
federal level all over the nation target
art and music programs first. Considering the value inherent in these
creative, humanities-centered subjects makes the cuts a devastating
thing to witness.
“There are many fields that reward

MACS

continued FROM page 3

work our students are looking for.”
For those students who spend
hours trying to make eye-catching
presentations on PCs, the switch
to a Mac might be worth it just for

INSECURITY

continued FROM page 3

lent types of vaginas, it also projects
an unrealistic ideal for men—all to
avoid getting busted by the system.
A cosmetic surgeon who frequently restructures women’s vaginas
showed the interviewers of the aforementioned program several “pussy
portraits,” all real photographs showing different arrangements of labia
majora and minora in separate individuals. Some were convoluted,
asymmetrical, and/or overlapping,
but as the surgeon firmly assured,
“they are all normal.”
Labiaplasty in women parallels a
common practice in men: circumcision. However, in the United States,
incidences of infant circumcision decreased from 56 percent in 2005 to
32.5 percent in 2009 and have continuously fallen since the 1960s, according to research cited on CircInfo.
net. Mainstream pornography nonetheless seems to favor circumcised
penises, which doesn’t reflect that
both circumcised and uncircumcised penises are quite normal within
our demographic.
Just as troublesome as unnecessary surgery and insecurity revolving around the vulva is the rampant
insecurity that revolves around penis size. If a male happens to know
the average penis length in the United States, he should not determine
the comparison between this and his
own member’s length to be particularly significant.
The average depth of a vagina is
3-4 inches. Assuming guys are con-

one’s ability to articulately express
one’s self, think creatively, and interact effectively with others,” Richman
commented. “Cutting programs such
as art and music shows a lack of foresight and that ultimately will hurt the
ability of our citizenry to make humane and innovative choices.”
Comparing apples to oranges in
collegiate disciplines and deeming
one more important or challenging
than another defeats the purpose of
a liberal arts education. It is closing
the mind to something that can shed
new perspective and light on a student’s current study of choice.
The more sides of a topic or discussion one can see, the greater one’s
overall understanding will be. Or
perhaps an individual will find a new
area that jives more with their passions, one that they simply were never exposed to.
Navigating different disciplines
with a sense of balance and an open
mind can open one’s world up to limitless study across disciplines and enrich one’s experience with education
and the process of gaining the kind of
knowledge that the students who attend Puget Sound are assumedly interested in.
the ease with which their programs
work.
Altogether, Mac laptops have
a significant edge on PCs, and
while personal preference differs
from person to person, Macs are
designed in a way to make them
very appealing to college students.
cerned about pleasuring an averagesized vagina, that’s all that will fit
without pain or discomfort, and all
that’s needed if one lacks the creativity to pleasure her in ways other than
body-slamming, no matter how porn
stars act when they’re doing their job.
Despite this, mainstream pornography typically favors 6-8 inch penises. I will tell you this: that’s way above
average.
It is impossible to standardize the
satisfaction potential of a given penis. It will depend on the individual
being satisfied, and in general, people (and their genitals) learn to acclimate to each other over a short period of time.
Women should also be aware of
the fact that penis size has a generally pleasurable physical effect to
that point dictated by the depth of
one’s vagina, excluding psychological preferences. However, a different message is projected to the male
population by society and the media.
Women should not reinforce the insecurity this causes by talking openly with their girl friends about preferred penis size or type in proximity
with a varied group of guys, as this
may cause some of them to doublecheck themselves and worry to an
excessive extent.
That being said, everyone simply
needs to take a deep breath, reach
into their pants and think to themselves: I am just fine. And when
reaching into someone else’s pants,
no need to keep your expectations
low—just keep them broad enough
to include the diversity of genitalia
that awaits you with open lips or a
confident salute.

COMIC COURTESY / PWN
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Hipster kids in
the piano lounge… why are you all
so attractive?!
“HEY WOMBAT,” I like the way
you twirl your goalie stick. I wanna
wrap you and me in a mink coat.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Lady laxers.
I’ll be your poster club any day. SO
HARD.
“HEY WOMBAT,” I loved the new
hours on Monday. And the coffee
was SO delicious!
“HEY WOMBAT,” Obama, Oprah,
you. Inspirational.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Lady lax middie. You got the flyest braid on all of
the west coast.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Don’t you and
your ugly boyfriend have cellphones?
His pretentious band statuses on FB
are bad enough. Keep your gross love
PRIVATE.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Beta! Wednesday was awesome, let’s do it again!
“HEY WOMBAT,” Women’s lax
fans! Thank you all for your relentless
support. Xoxo, your favorite skirted
athletes.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Blond Colo-

P U G E T
TECHNOLOGY

rado girl—you and your neon yellow
backpack brighten my day.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Diversions!
Sorry I’m such a pitcher fiend—I just
want to drink water.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Chicken
owner! Looove you!
“HEY WOMBAT,” SWEEP CALI
ladiez!
“HEY WOMBAT,” Rugby team.
Funniest lacrosse cheerers ever! They
definitely are thinking about what
they did.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Anyone who
eats in the S.U.B.—having Cholvia
for breakfast is the only thing that
legitimizes eating the food—PLEASE
keep the bottles on the condiment
table so we call ALL enjoy them.
“HEY WOMBAT,” That belt suits
you well. All you do is win! Boom.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Tall kid with
freckles and a pierced eyebrow. I
have a crush on you. Buscame por
favor.

girl with the yellow computer! You
are the reason I study in the library.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Life is way too
short to waste time hating people.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Theatre majors.
Dropping the f-bomb repeatedly
does not make you cool. Grow up
and knock it off.

“HEY WOMBAT,” KUPS, what
the F*** is up with the website?
Update that shit! But seriously. It’s
March. Where’s the show schedule?
The last 3 songs app? Anything?
“HEY WOMBAT,” Love, a loyal
listener.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Boyfriend,
please stop wearing my underwear
when you whack off. I think it got
me pregnant.
“HEY WOMBAT,” I ruff ruff rove
you!
“HEY WOMBAT,” Garbanzo,
Your beautiful, smiling face always
sends my troubled thoughts up into
space...also, you got a sweet badonk,
mmhmmm!
“HEY WOMBAT,” S.U.B.! Props
for rockin’ the boiler failure situation.
The food was great and the diner
workers were as sweet as ever.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Hey you, pretty
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student with a body for you. I found
it in a field. I didn’t know what else to
do. Help me.
“HEY WOMBAT,” You are the
only I can turn to, Obi Wan.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Campus trees,
stop whispering to me. Plus, things
don’t burn when it rains this much.

“HEY WOMBAT,” Jamie Foxx,
when’s the next orchestra party?

“HEY WOMBAT,” Student body,
can someone just hug me?

“HEY WOMBAT,” Campus, that
thin veil of politeness you are trying
to use to mask your social awkwardness doesn’t fool me. It’s cool though,
I will still try to lighten you up.

“HEY WOMBAT,” KUPS, why
don’t you have free toilet paper any
more?

“HEY WOMBAT,” Let’s have a
jousting contest!
“HEY WOMBAT,” If I was a tree,
you would be my branches.
“HEY WOMBAT,” I enjoyed your
sick and raspy voice. Can I marry it?
“HEY WOMBAT,” KUPS, you can
always dock in my safe harbor.
“HEY WOMBAT,” girl who works
in the mailroom, I got a big package
for you. It’s for my mom. Be careful
with it.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Stats professor,
I think you’re hot, sampling error
plus or minus 1 me-thinking-you’rehot.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Hey study
buddy, let’s make muddy buddies.

“HEY WOMBAT,” Pillowman, I
want to sleep with you.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Rocky raccoon,
I know you’re with that skanky otter
now. Come back.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Coffee girl,
won’t you walk the grounds with me?
“HEY WOMBAT,” Fern, I’m frond
of you.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Ex lady-wombat. Won’t you furr-give me?
“HEY WOMBAT,” We’re all small
rodents here. Let’s just let things
happen.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Come see the
opening night of The Pillowman,
tonight at 7:30 in Jones. Bring your
wombats!

“HEY WOMBAT,” Drunk girl,
you’re so cool. Please never get sober.
“HEY WOMBAT,” New president of the student body, here’s one

“HEY WOMBAT,” Thanks for
giving me the paper to write this on.
So awkward!
“HEY WOMBAT,” Sorry I hiccupped in your ear. I felt really sick.
“HEY WOMBAT,” Don’t make it
bad—take a sad song and make it
better.
“HEY WOMBAT,” KUPS, you
promised you would take me to a
baseball game when you came back
in town. Why did you just wrestle
with that lady? I want my mom.
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Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

SERVICES

POETRY

Folks on campus continue to receive scam e-mails asking
for passwords and other sensitive information. These
kinds of “phishing” messages should be ignored and
deleted immediately!

* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 2:00pm showing

Oscar-nOminated film series
ACCESS PROGRAMS
2011 SUMMER ACADEMIC CHALLENGE
5 WEEKS OF
TEACHING, LEARNING, DIVERSITY & COMMUNITY

If tonight’s ﬁlm festival gets your creative
juices ﬂowing, visit the Tech Center in Collins
Library to access a range of audio-visual
equipment for creating your own masterpiece!
You can check out digital cameras, microphones, tripods,
and other tools from Media Services. When you’re ready
to edit, the Digital Media Lab features software such as
iMovie, Adobe Premier, and Final Cut Pro.

EARN

$12.12 an hour

Teaching Assistants are needed for our summer math and science enrichment program for local
middle and high school students traditionally underrepresented in higher education.
Teaching Assistants work June 20 - July 22, 2011
From 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
With a mandatory orientation meeting during spring term.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 2011
Interviews WEDNESDAY APRIL 27 – FRIDAY, APRIL 29.
Contact Access Programs
At 879-2827 or achallenge@pugetsound.edu
Or stop by our oﬃce, Howarth 215.

WWW. PUGETSOUND. EDU/ TS

(NR)

Fri-Thurs: *2:00, 5:00, 8:00

* DOGTOOTH
* WASTE LAND
* Oscar-Nom. ANIMATED SHORTS

Schedule varies by day. Call 253-572-6062 or visit
www.GrandCinema.com for info.

miracle at
st. anna (R)

reel inJUn (NR)
Wed: 1:55
Thurs: 6:15

Wed: 8:00
Thurs: 1:55

MADE IN DAGENHAM
Fri-Tues: 4:30

(R)

Wed/Thurs: 6:30

I AM

(NR)

Fri: 2:30, 6:30, 8:50
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:30, 6:30, 8:50
Mon/Tues: 2:30, 6:30, 8:50
Wed/Thurs: 2:30, 4:30, 8:50

THE KING’S SPEECH (R)

Fri: 2:45, 5:30, 8:10 Sat: 12, 2:45, 5:30

Sun: 12, 2:45, 5:30, 8:10
Mon/Tues: 2:45, 5:30, 8:10
Wed: 2:45, 5:30
Thurs: 5:30
www.GrandCinema.com
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By ROSE THOMPSON
They’ve come a long way since
ham-flavored beer.
And they met in church.
Meet Wingman Brewers, Tacoma’s newest production-only
microbrewery. Four Tacoma natives—Derrick Moyer, Ken Thoburn, Daniel Heath, and Jason
Sabol—have combined resources,
talents, and dedication to brew spirited, full-flavored craft beers for the
South Sound.
Located on the edge of the historical brewer’s district on Fawcett Avenue downtown, Wingman Brewers
can see the old Heidelberg building
from their window, which was the
last operating production brewery
in Tacoma. “We are the first production brewery in Tacoma since the
Heidelberg closed,” Thoburn noted,
meaning that Wingman’s will only
sell to taverns, bars and restaurants,

but does not have a taproom or bar
location.
When I arrived at Wingman
Brewers, Thoburn and Moyer had
been waiting all day on a barley delivery for their first batch of IPA.
Unfortunately, the delivery didn’t
arrive until 3 p.m., too late in the
day to start the intensive seven to
eight hour brewing process.
This faulty delivery service at least
provided a little entertainment in
the sparse office space.
“We were watching this guy
through the window, trying to make
it so he couldn’t see us, seeing if he
would actually get out of his truck
to read the sign we’d put on the
door [that tells the delivery service
to knock and then try opening the
door before leaving]. He didn’t even
get out of his truck. Then we saw
him putting his seatbelt back on to
drive away, and I was like, ‘Oh heck
no!’” recounted Thoburn. Thoburn

and Moyer ran outside to stop the
rogue deliveryman and finally got
their delayed barley shipment.
Patience seems to be a necessity
in the worlds of business licensing
and beer brewing. Moyer, Thoburn,
and the rest of the crew have been
refining the brewing process since
their college days, and the eventual
microbrewery has been a long time
coming.
“The original plan was to just
build up the product with our own
money, without investments, but we
quickly realized that just wasn’t going happen. So we got some family members and friends to invest a
little bit of money and people who
were also interested in building off
a home brewery. It’s not all about
making money, although we do
want to make money eventually,”
Moyer explained. “It’s a very small
investment for a brewery, but big for
recent college graduates,” Thoburn

Tapping into
beer m

noted.
They’ve been officially incorporated since January of 2010, and the
four friends run every single aspect
of their microbrewery, save for the
graphic design.
Coincidently, they also know
their graphic designer, Lance Kagey,
from church. Kagey owns the startup design and marketing firm, Rotator Creative, and is responsible for
the Beautiful Angle poster project.
Kagey met the Wingman team when
they were high schoolers attending
the First Presbyterian Church in the
Stadium district (where Thoburn’s
father was a pastor), and they’ve all
been friends ever since.
“The men behind the product
have created a well-crafted, honest
beer that is sure to be enthusiastically received. Our goal in creating
the Wingman identity was to find
an expression that was sophisticated, authentic and spoke to the work

ethic that is part of Tacoma’s legacy.
The brand references world-war era
nose art which provides a rich palette of history to draw from,” Kagey
stated via email.
All four men split their commitments to Wingman Brewers with
day jobs. Moyer works in bilingual customer support at Nintendo
in Redmond and graduated from
Puget Sound in 2006 with a degree
in Computer Science. His mother,
Carol Moyer, is the math and computer science department secretary.
Thoburn, a Pacific Lutheran University graduate, works in the Tacoma
Public Schools ESL office.
Back in their college days, the
friends of Wingman Brewers started
talking about a microbrewery even
before they began home brewing.
“From the beginning we started
brewing and formulating our own
recipes, and then basically we would
start one recipe, and just brew it

Meet the owners: The infamous Infinite Soups Goals set
for raising
Relay for
Life funds
By JESSY LYNN

Many cities have soups, but only
Tacoma has Infinite Soups. Open
Monday-Saturday from 11 a.m.-7
p.m., the local dive, located off Tacoma Ave., offers its customers a wide
array of delicious flavors every day.
The arrangement is a simple bar
to order soups. There is a stack of records in the corner that continuously plays recognizable oldies; a perfect
retro ambiance for ordering your favorite flavor of soup.
Co-owner Wendy Deshazo explained that when buying the supplies to open Infinite Soups she came
across a record player catalogue.
“I wanted to bring back the records,” Deshazo said.
Deshazo is an old pro at making
and serving up soups, but before Infinite Soups she worked at a different
café that served a wide variety of deli
foods.
“The soups were one of the most
popular things on the menu there,
but I didn’t think you could have a
restaurant that just sells soup,” Deshazo said.
Deshazo was corrected as Infinite
is now celebrating its four year anniversary. The family business is run by
Deshazo, her husband Todd and their
daughter Laura Adams. On any given
day you will find one of them opening up their infinite supply of soups.
“We work on a rotation. If you
open you choose what soups to serve
for the day, and you get to go home
early,” Deshazo said.
Infinite Soups offers anywhere
from 20-30 flavors of soup each day.
It is hard to imagine how much creative license the Infinite Soups cre-

ators put into their menu to provide
such variety for their customers. All
the soup creators work to make new
flavors to spice up their menu.
“There are no rules for new soup
creations. It’s a soup anarchy around
here,” Deshazo said.
The menu serves up vegetarian,
vegan, creamy and non-creamy options. Their daily flavors are posted
every morning before opening on
their Facebook page. There is always
something for any eating diet.
“It’s certainly the place to get your
soup fix,” sophomore Alison Crabb
said.
Pleasing customers is certainly something that Infinite Soups has
down to a science. Every day from
the hours of 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. the lunch
crowd storms in to get their soup fix.
“We have so many regulars every
day that I don’t even know them all,”
Deshazo said.
The popularity of the soup spot increases through minimal advertisement.
“We have a few flyers around
town, but we are noticed by word of
mouth,” Deshazo said.
With their inflow of customers
never wavering, it is a compliment
to the restaurant that their customers
are so supportive of their business.
The soups impress so much that the
next step is to immediately pass on
the word about the steamy soup being served up each day.
“I love the local atmosphere and
the variety and flavor that come with
the experience,” sophomore Meg Anderson said.
It is hard to deny that the soup bar
never fails its Puget Sound customers.

By SHELBY TAYLOR
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Local Support: Tom and Wendy Deshazo serve loyal customers.
“Once I was walking to work and
there was a line out the door of Puget
Sound students. It was shocking to
see them all waiting for soup,” Deshazo said.
I visited Soups myself during the
less busy hours of the day. However,
while sipping on my curried spicy
chicken and vegetable soup, the customers never stopped rolling in.
Seeing Deshazo interact with the
customers made it very obvious why
Infinite Soups is so successful. Deshazo even gave recipe suggestions to
a returning customer wishing to try
and make a concoction of his own.
With the wide variety of flavors
it is seemingly impossible to choose
which one to pick. However, you
don’t have to wonder which one, as
samples are available to anyone who
asks.
“Occasionally we get an oversample, but eventually their samples just

get smaller,” Deshazo said jokingly.
Being around so much soup all the
time might suggest a loss of interest
but not for the Deshazo family.
“We eat more soup than most.
Sometimes we get creative and use
them as pasta sauces,” Deshazo said.
When asked her favorite flavor she
couldn’t choose, but that day her favorite was Asparagus Tortellini.
The family business continues to
thrive at their downtown Tacoma
location. Their second location will
soon be closing to go out on the road,
spreading the popularity of the restaurant even further.
I asked if Infinite Soups ever
planned on expanding to a bigger location, but it appears that the current
humble atmosphere is doing the job
neatly.
The lack of tables and chairs certainly does not stop the customers
from taking time to get their soups.

One score and six years ago, a
Tacoma local by the name of Dr.
Gordy Klatt had a go-around our
Baker Stadium, running and walking against cancer for 24 hours,
according to RelayForLife.org.
When circling the track, “Dr. Klatt
thought about how others could
take part in his mission to fight
cancer. He envisioned a 24-hour
team relay event that could raise
more money to fight cancer.”
It took one man to inspire an international event.
Puget Sound currently has 31
teams set to participate in Relay
for Life on April 30, and all are in
the process of asking family and
friends to contribute to the cause.
“A lot of [fundraising] is individual, sending out e-mails. If
$100 is raised by April 1, you get
a t-shirt. That’s asking 20 bucks
from five family members,” Event
Co-Chair Alayna Schoblaske said.
Indeed, this has been top participant senior Giulia Leggett’s
strategy. “The fundraising that
has worked best for me is just emailing. I also think selling baked
goods at the S.U.B. has worked
see RELAY page 7
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o the Tacoma
market
over and over until it tasted good,
changing one variable here and one
variable there,” Thoburn recalled.
Thoburn and Moyer made the
switch to malt brewing towards the
end of their senior year of college.
“Usually in homebrewing, you’re
working on a stove and using what’s
called malt extract. Then when you
get to all grain, you use much bigger equipment, because you actually have the real grains sitting in the
pot, as opposed to using the syrups. Using a propane burner…that’s
when it starts getting better,” Ken
noted.
Now Wingman Brewers runs a
three-tier brewing system, which
consists of a water tub, mash tub
and brew kettle.
According to Moyer, they use
a very scientific approach in their
brewing, tracking amounts and varieties of hops, grains, and yeast, because even small variations can af-

fect the flavor of the beer.
“We don’t use any additives at
the moment. I’m not a big fan of
additives. You can get so many flavors from barley: chocolate, coffee,
nuts, figs, leather…and then from
your hops you can get grapefruit,
any citrus, all sorts of lemon and
lime. There’s just millions of ways to
achieve flavors without adding it in
other ways,” Thoburn explained.
“We’ve made some really good
beers that we don’t even make any
more. We had to fasten on a couple.
The double IPA is probably our favorite. It’s our regular IPA recipe,
but then we add 50 percent more
grain and 100 percent more hops,”
Thoburn said, adding that “the 50
percent more grain adds a bigger
malt flavor, and then it also adds to
the alcohol content. And the hops
obviously make it more hoppy, and
kind of balance out the extra grain.”
Wingman Brewers is starting off

PHOTO COURTESY / GREG NISSEN

with four beers—the P-51 Porter,
Pinup Pale Ale and the Ace IPA, and
the Pocket Aces Double IPA, their
specialty beer.
A debate currently circulating
in the Washington microbrewery
community is legalizing the option
for production-only breweries to
sell growlers. These reusable beer
vessels could greatly decrease the
need for can and bottle production.
“If you can take your coffee mug
into Starbuck’s to get your coffee
in the morning, then why can’t you
take your growler and get it filled up
in a bar?” Thoburn questioned.
Wingman Brewers is clearly here
to stay and promote local business
and sustainable brewing. When
asked if they would ever consider
moving their brewery to a bigger
city like Seattle, their reply was instant and emphatic: “Never!”
“Being from Tacoma, one of our
main focuses is really representing

Tacoma and building a reputation
here,” Thoburn said. “We want to do
a lot of outreach stuff, too,” Moyer
added. A portion of their keg sales
will go to various Tacoma charities,
and they are figuring out how to donate their spent grain.
These busy young entrepreneurs
have also participated in a number
of brew fests and craft beer festivals,
and they network within the regional microbrewery community, which
is friendly, receptive and non-competitive, according to Thoburn and
Moyer.
“For any entrepreneur or any college person, it’s difficult to find a
job right now. So creating a job for
yourself is sometimes a better way
to do it. This is just one way college graduates can do things like
this. Graduates of Puget Sound especially should feel empowered; if
you went through college, you can
start a business. It may not be suc-

cessful, but it’s worth a try,” Thoburn advised.
“Grow a beard if you’re a guy, it
makes you look older,” Moyer added.
For anyone interested in the
brewing process, Thoburn and
Moyer suggest tasting a lot of beer
and figuring out the process as you
go along.
And that ham-flavored beer?
The flavor was derived naturally
from smoked barley. “We put the
barely on the stove and just let it
boil, essentially, until we reduced
it down to syrup. We were kind of
experimenting. It’s in the vein of
something called Rauchbier, which
is a smoked beer,” Thoburn explained.
This early experimentation with
brewing is what eventually led four
friends to create an exciting new
Tacoma business, a bubbly proof
that practice makes perfect.

Expy and Source offer local yoga class for all skill levels
By GRACE HEERMAN
According to Yoga Journal,
yoga has become America’s fastest
growing form of exercise. Around
15 million people practice, which
is a 225 percent increase since
2001. Spending on classes and
gear has nearly doubled in the last
few years.
The trend is certainly reflected
by Puget Sound students; Tiffany
Fields’ beginning yoga classes are
some of the most quickly-filling
classes on campus. You can hardly
make it through the S.U.B. without
colliding with sticky mats peeking
out of students’ backpacks.
Luckily, as student interest in
yoga has risen, so have opportunities for on-campus practice. Although student-led classes have
been facilitated by the yoga club
for the past few years, they didn’t
gain campus-wide popularity until recently. In September 2010, the
club teamed up with PSO and the
Expeditionary to offer more accessible practice accommodations.
Yogis fill the Expy every Thursday at 7:00 p.m. for hour-long ses-
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well in the past, too,” she said. “I
like to have the opportunity to feel
that I can directly help the ACS by
fundraising, walking and talking
about Relay.”
Schoblaske
hopes
around
$38,000 will be collectively raised

sions led by seniors Micaela Cooley and Abi Phillips. “[Classes] are
shockingly well-attended,” Cooley
said. “I would say last semester we
consistently had 30-40 kids show
up per class.”
Phillips, who recently began a
200-hour yoga instruction training program in Seattle, brings
some instruction experience, but
admits that she hasn’t needed to
use much of it. “The yoga club
is so casual (and I think attendees like it that way) that I actually don’t bring in much of what I’ve
learned.”
Attendees appreciate the laidback vibe and dedication of class
leaders. “The Expy classes are at
a good skill level, in that beginners and intermediates alike are
challenged,” junior Caitlin Bovard
said. “[They] are always enjoyable
and you can tell the girls running
it love doing so.”
Leaders are always open to student input as well. “We’re eager to
help anyone start leading a session,” Phillips said. “Any of the
students with a comfortable practice are just as qualified as we are
to lead yoga on campus.”

Generally, classes begin with
brief meditation followed by
breath work, sun salutations, various standing and floor poses and
final relaxation. But Cooley and
Phillips acknowledge that it is all
about improvisation.
“It’s fun to tailor the class to the
general mood of everybody there,”
Cooley said. “Sometimes we’re
craving something more athletic,
sometimes more relaxing, and we
ask about pose requests and specific areas of the body that students would like to focus on.”
Students are taking advantage of
many opportunities off-campus to
liberate their inner yogis as well.
Samdhana-Karana Yoga, located
near 6th and Cedar, is a unique,
non-profit studio aimed at making
yoga practice accessible to persons
of all incomes and abilities. Class
prices are on a sliding-scale basis
based on income. They also offer
two completely free community
classes each week.
“The community class was wellattended with about 20 people…
and the instructor was very knowledgeable,” Bovard said. “They also
have yoga mats, straps, blocks and

blankets there for you to use.”
Another nearby option is Source
Yoga, which was voted best studio
in the South Sound two years in a
row. They offer a more private atmosphere, with an intimate studio
and caps on class size. “The space
is small, but all of the classes I attended were only 6 people maximum,” sophomore Ellen Want
explained. “There were always
people coming in for the class afterwards though – it seemed to be
a busy place.”
Their closest location, at 21st
and Pine, is a fifteen minute walk
from campus, and offers a wide
variety of class styles, from relaxation-based to strength-building.
Classes at Source can be pricey for college kids, costing $15
for drop-ins or $70 for a five-class
package. However, students are
given a 10 percent discount, and
Source offers $7 community classes every Sunday evening.
“The atmosphere is relaxed and
the studio seems to be very connected to the Tacoma community.
I would definitely recommend it!”
Want said.
For practitioners with a bit more

experience, Hot Yoga Tacoma offers more intense Bikram-style
yoga classes. These 90 minute sessions consist of a 26 pose cycle and
take place in their 100 degree studio. The intense heat is meant to
facilitate deeper stretching and to
detoxify the body through sweating.
First-timers be aware that dehydration can be common after
classes like this. Instructors advise
attendees to drink plenty of water
and eat light, healthy meals at least
two hours before class. Alcohol
and coffee should be avoided the
day before class as well.
However, students don’t seem
to be discouraged by the disclaimers. “Hot Yoga is great,” senior Jeni
Oppenheimer said. “They are very
westernized, but give you a good
workout and you leave without
feeling exhausted.”
A large towel and ample water supply are recommended, as
well as tight-fitting workout wear.
Changing rooms and showers are
available. Classes cost $18 each,
but a one-week unlimited pass is
available to students and locals for
the same price.

for Relay, and teams are well on
their way thanks to various events.
Take for example Cool Chemistry Kids, led by Jamie Nguyen.
As explained by team member
KK Parker, “We have specific officers to be Relay team captains. We
started last year and want to get
people more interested.”
April 1 will see chemistry professors sporting whipping cream

facials, part of Pie A Prof. Nguyen’s brainchild is sure to be a hit,
and with nominations at $1 a pop,
cash flow will be great.
Soap making has been ongoing, and $5 and a milk carton get
students an all-access pass to the
lab. Within, chemicals and oils
are mixed together to form a bar
of good smells. “You get to do the
whole chemistry thing,” Parker

summed up.
As for why Parker is involved,
“Relay is a good thing for people
to do.”
Greek life is also actively involved with Relay for Life of University of Puget Sound.
Event Co-Chair Alex Gardner
had fun as a Relay for Life Team
Captain in the past and previewed
fraternal fundraising.

Schoblaske herself became a
part of Relay two years ago, out of
the blue. “The power of Relay is
contagious,” she said.
She continued on her team,
Gamma Phi Beta and their up and
coming bowling hoopla. “It’s happening April 10 and will be open
to the whole campus. It will be a
certain price, with a certain percentage kickback.”
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The Wombat Zone is intended as a reliable source of information for wombats and wombat enthusiasts! The views and opinions expressed by the Wombat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of
the Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. It does, however, reflect the views of Australia’s most beloved quadrupedal marsupial. Please express compliments or
complaints with pleasant cooing and murmuring or with loud, irritated shrieks.

Police stumped as senseless
murders by dingoes continue

PHOTO COURTESY / WIKIPEDIA.ORG

By SHIELA WOMBAT
Two more innocent wombats
were killed on Thursday, the latest victims in a chain of senseless, inexplicable murders which
have been committed since as far
back as any wombat can remember.
Willy and Wanda Wombat
were coming out of their burrow
when they were attacked. Witnesses said the dingoes killed the
victims by eating them. This vio-

•
•
•
•

lent method of killing is the famous trademark of the dingoes.
The murderers , once again, left
no clues revealing their motive.
“We found some paw-prints
on the scene, but nothing conclusive” the Chief of Police, Warren Wombat said. “We’re really
hesitant to stray too far from the
burrow. That’s how the last police chief died. He was eaten. By
a dingo.”
This murder investigation,
which has been open for hun-

dreds of years, always fails to
progress at this crucial point.
“We have no idea what their
motive could be, or what possible
grudge they could have against
wombats… It’s an absolute mystery.” Warren said.
Some burrow residents wonder how they can stay safe with
unpredictable dingoes around,
and are pressuring Wombat
President, Wom Thom, to evacuate the wombat population to
safer territory.
“Let’s not be too hasty,” Wom
Thom said in a recent press release. “We shouldn’t assume that
all dingoes are murderers just
because a few of them are have
eaten a few wombats. For all we
know it’s just a few dingoes that
are doing the killing, and for the
most part, dingoes are our brothers. So are cats... Wait, I might be
thinking of koalas.”
The WZ reporter who was sent
to interview a dingo about this issue did not return. It is assumed
that he either made friends with
the dingoes and chose to live
with them in the dingo colony,
or he was eaten by dingoes.

SAFETY TIPS:

Pretty much always stay in your burrows.
Hide your young in your pouch, along with a supply of snacks (don’t get them confused).
If you must come out of your burrow, come out at night.
Generally beware of dingoes, but do not display any prejudiced behavior or discrimination
towards them, to avoid any lawsuits or unnecessary hurt feelings.
—Police Chief Warren Wombat

BBC’s “Extreme Animals”
will not feature wombats
By FREDDIE WOMBAT

Wombats across the world were
appalled on Tuesday when BBC
One Programmes announced the
animal lineup for their upcoming
season of “Extreme Animals,” a
lineup which yet again excludes the
Australian marsupials.
“It’s an outrage,” Larry McFuzz,
President of W.W.M.B.A.A.T.,
Wombats Wanting Much Better
Adorable Animal Treatment, said
to reporters yesterday. “We’ve been
campaigning for this heavily, but
were blindsided once again. Apparently people think that just because
we’re absurdly cute, we aren’t extreme.”
Mere hours after the BBC’s announcement, their London studio
was swarmed with wombats furiously demonstrating outside the
building. Employees could be seen
taking videos of the event on their
cellphones, smiling and cooing
“aw, how cute.”
“There’s a reason why we can’t be
had as pets,” one wombat told reporters. “Did you know that if a full
grown wombat charges a human,
it’ll knock him straight over?”
Wombats have continued demonstrating at BBC studio locations
ever since the announcement, carrying signs bearing sayings such as
“FEAR THE WOMBEAST” and
“MARSUPIALS ARE MARSUPERPISSED.”

Dear Love Wombat,
I just recently reached sexual
maturity. I’m nervous, but I’m
wondering if you have any
advice about mating. I have
tried picking up lady wombats,
being all suave, kinda like
“hey wombaby, how about I
show you my burrow?” Or,
“Hey sweetie, you got a nice
pouch, how about you let me
get in it?” You know, stuff I’ve
overheard in the burrows… But
none of my lines are working!
The females just keep sleeping
or itching themselves. I’m
frustrated and embarrassed
because all the other wombats
are beginning to mate. I’m so
stressed out that I stay up all
night, just nibbling on grasses
and barely moving. I can’t keep
living like this. Help me!
- Finding Whoopie Difficult to
Attain in Williamsburrow

Dear FWDTAIW,
Firstly: you are probably up
all night because you are
a nocturnal creature who
metabolizes food at a an
extremely slow rate. And
secondly, Womboy, you are
going about this mating thing
all wrong. Forget pick-up lines,
forget the burrow, forget her
pouch (you have no business
in there) – follow your raw
animal instinct and it will
lead you to the sexiest mating

ritual any marsupial has ever
known. I believe your instinct
will tell you exactly what I’m
about to (warning to young
wombats: the following is
X-rated!). Go out in the open
on a steamy, sensual night.
Sniff around until you catch
the pungent odor of a female
wombat. When you see her, she
will probably be slumped in a
bush, sleeping or something.
Make some barking noises,
snorting, whatever, kick your
feces around, make yourself
noticeable. Then chase her
around in a figure-8 pattern.
This is VERY IMPORTANT.
The figure 8 symbolizes infinity,
the continuity of our species,
and of course, wombat respect
for Eminem’s greatest work,
8 Mile. Do not forget it! As
you chase her, she will kick
you with her strong hind
legs many times. You may be
knocked unconscious or lose
an eye. Or both eyes. This is to
be expected. Eventually, once
she is dizzy from running all
those sexy figure eights, knock
her over on her side, ask very
politely for her consent, then
do “the deed.” And when this
rare, beautiful copulation
occurs, always remember
Eminem’s immortal words:
“You only get one shot, do not
miss your chance to blow / This
opportunity comes once in a
lifetime yo.”
Kisses,
The Love Wombat
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Misunderstood Marsupial: What will it take for the media to
understand how extreme wombats are? Who bites children at
zoos occasionally? Huh? Who knocked over a cameraman for
National Geographic?
BBC
spokesperson
Linda
Creevey has since offered a statement on behalf of the network.
“We at the BBC are very supportive of wombat rights. However, we
are equally dedicated to the quality of our programmes. If wombats
would like to see some representation on our channel, they may apply for a spot on our upcoming series, Adorable Animals.”
When asked to comment on the
network’s statement, McFuzz responded, “It’s offensive. We’re
hugely muscular, we have gigantic
sharp teeth, we’re fully capable of

wreaking mass destruction. If BBC
won’t recognize that we’re extreme,
then they can look forward to a full
wombat boycott of all their programs, beginning now and lasting
indefinitely.”
Creevey couldn’t be reached for
further comment.
“I don’t think the BBC realizes
how much of their viewership is
comprised of wombats” McFuzz
said. “They’ll come to regret this.
Wombats are not to be messed
with. Because contrary to their perception, we really are extreme.”
COMIC COURTESY / PWN
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Women’s Lacrosse rounding into
form after slow start to 2011 season
By HANNAH CHASE
Lower Baker has been abuzz with
the change that has occurred for the
women’s lacrosse team. The team
struggled at the beginning of the
season. But, after posting four victories in a row it appears as though the
girls have finally found their stride.
Last season, the Loggers posted a
record of 11-2. According to senior
Katie Pavlat (Eugene, Ore.), this was
the team’s best season in school history.
Tragically, this season proved
difficult at the beginning with four
consecutive losses. Their style of
game has shifted from that of past
seasons, but the results of the past
four games bode well for the rest of
the season.
Captains Ana Calciano, Anna
Gunderson and Pavlat are using
their past experiences on the team
to help their team grow and continue their winning streak.
“I struggled with how I can best
help lead this team in the beginning
of the season, but I have now found
my groove. I hope that also goes
for the team overall. We had a slow
start, but I think we have found that
spark that will lead to a successful
rest of the season,” Pavlat said.
They have indeed found that
spark. The Loggers’ most recent
game against visiting North Central
ended in a 17-11 win. This was the
fourth successive win for the Loggers.

PHOTO COURTESY / DANIEL PENDLETON

Strong Move: Captain Anna Gunderson helped anchor the middle for the Loggers in their win.
Sophomore Julia Schulman
proved to be an integral part of the
team as she put seven goals to the
board. However, it was a combina-

tion of offense and defense that allowed the Loggers to play as strongly as they did.
“Over the past season our team

Logger Track & Field perform
well as they host Peyton Meet
By DAVID SKOLNIK
The Logger men’s and women’s
track & field teams put together a
pair of solid performances in the
Peyton Scoring Meet this weekend. The meet was one of the smaller events that Puget Sound track
& field has hosted in recent years,
but Pacific Lutheran University, St.
Martins and Olympic College all
came to Peyton stadium with victory
in mind. The Logger men finished in
second place and the women came
in third.
On the women’s side there were
a number of notable performances that included Northwest Conference Championship qualifying
marks as well as season and personal bests.
In the 5000 meter race, senior
Marnie Hazlehurst (Portland, Ore.)
ran a blazing time of 18:30.94. Hazlehurst’s impressive performance
not only won the event, it was also a

personal best and set a meet record.
Freshman Kathryn Flyte (West
Lynn, Ore.) turned in two additional impressive performance in distance/middle distance events. She
ran a season best in the 1500 meters
finishing with a time of 5:06.85 then
followed up with a personal best
in the 800 meter race. She finished
behind fellow Logger senior Hayley Walker (Cambria, Calif.) in the
800 meters. Walker finished second
overall with a time of 2:25.65.
Junior Andrea Leiken continued her impressive outdoor season,
picking up wins in the 100 meter
and 200 meter dash. She ran a personal record time of 12.93 seconds
in the 100m before crossing the line
in 26.82 seconds in the 200m. Both
times meet the standard for NWC
qualification.
Freshman
Meg
Gilbertson
(Clackamas, Ore.) won the 400 meter dash with NWC qualifying time
of 1:02.66. She was followed across
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Record Pace: Marnie Hazlehurst set a meet record in the 5k.

the line by freshman Brenda Seymour (Seattle, Wash.) who ran a
season best time of 1:04.39.
On the field events side more Logger athletes had strong showings.
Junior Maggie Klee (Portland, Ore.)
won the hammer throw with a NWC
qualifying toss of 129’5. Freshman
Sarah Stillman (Lexington, Ore.) recorded a season best mark of 32’0
in the triple jump to qualify for the
NWC championship meet.
The Logger men had their own
share of impressive performances
over the weekend. They had a particularly strong showing in the 400
meter event. Freshman Sean Tyree
(Minneapolis, Minn.) ran a season
best and NWC qualifying time of
51.35 seconds. Tyree completed an
impressive double when he came
back to run a season best time of
2:00.40 in the 800 meter event.
Sophomores Emerson Sample
(Madison, Wisc.) and Charles Noble
(St. Louis Park, Minn.) both ran season bests of 54.31 seconds and 55.06
seconds, respectively, in the 400m.
Sample also ran a NWC qualifying
time of 59.26 seconds in the 400 meter hurdles.
In the 100 meter dash, sophomore
Lukas Diesing (Longmont, Colo.)
set a personal record, finishing in
11.76 seconds. Freshman Kupono
Park continued to improve, running
a season best 24.82 in the 200 meter
dash.
Two jumpers had impressive days
for the Logger men as well. Sophomore Michael Haas (Cupertino, Calif.) set a personal record and NWC
qualifying mark by jumping 20’5.75
in the long jump. Freshman Daniel Berendsen set a meet record and
NWC mark in the high jump, clearing a height of 6’0.75.
The Loggers will face a larger and
more challenging field when they
host the 26th Annual Shotwell Invitational next Saturday, April 2.

has strongly developed defense and
offense sides of the field to make
sure both are really strong. This season we are developing all aspects
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Women’s Lacrosse vs.
North Central
W 17-11
of the field separately at times and
bring it all together. In the past we
have been a transition team, and I
think we still have a strong transition but this year the team has found
more success in settling on offense
and working on different plays and
strategies,” junior Rachel Ivancie
(Steamboat Springs, Colo.) said.
For the remainder of the season,
it will be crucial to continue to bring
all members of the team—offense,
defense and midfield—together.
Communication will be essential if
the team wishes to continue their
winning streak.
“We’re really starting to come together as a team. We’re finding our
rhythm and it bodes well for the rest
of our season,” senior Gunderson
(Bloomington, Minn.) said.
Every day the team works hard,
building the relationships and
the trust needed for optimal team
play on the field. The women’s lacrosse team is a fantastic example of
sportsmanship.
“I am so proud to be a part of Logger lacrosse. We play teams that yell
at each other, at the coaches, and at
the refs. We’re always supportive
of each other and are respectful no
matter the score. We might get frustrated but never take it out on each
other. I really think we uphold the
values of sportsmanship, and that’s
so important,” Gunderson said.
The team will host Linfield at 6
p.m. on Apr. 2.

New coaches, same
success rate for Puget
Sound crew program
By HANNAH CHASE
At 4:00a.m. the majority of campus life is sleeping or just turning
in after pulling an all nighter. On
American Lake however, dedicated
athletes are beginning their day with
a practice at sunrise.
The Puget Sound crew team
wakes before dawn each day and
drives 30 minutes to be on the water
by 5 o’clock each morning. It takes
utter dedication to turn in early each
night in order to have an effective
practice each morning of the week.
“Why Crew? It’s better to ask why
not? Sure, early mornings, no latenights, but the camaraderie and
the sense of family are irreplaceable. Seeing the sunrise on American Lake and having a panoramic
view of Mt. Rainier is also a perk.
Every day I start off my morning doing something only about 30 other
athletes did that day, and that’s special. We show up every day to work
harder than we did the previous day.
What can I say? We like to go fast,”
junior Lindsay Hammond (Los Angeles, Calif.) said.
Over the past weekend, the Loggers were able to demonstrate their
determination and commitment to
the sport when they hosted the annual Daffodil Cup on their home
American Lake.
According to Logger Athletics, the
teams posted remarkable times. The
varsity women, V8, held strong with
a second place finish.
The men’s team, although they
did not pull as strong of times, improved as the day progressed. Men’s
V8 finished fifth while the MV4 finished fourth out of a seven-boat race.
The women’s team came in behind Western Washington, a Division II university. It is the team’s
goal to make a dramatic change

and push for first in the Conference
Championships this spring.
“We are hopeful for another
NCAA Nationals Bid again this year,
and to win the Conference Championship title. Winning the Conference title would mean finally beating DII school and national Champ,
Western Washington. We’ve been
so close for many years in a row.
We’re ready for a change,” sophomore Mariah Young (Los Angeles,
Calif.) said.
As a hope for change in victories
is occurring amongst the team, it is
also experiencing change in the dynamics.
A recent change in the coaching
staff has pushed both novice and
varsity teams to their limits; however, it has been for the better.
“Sarah Moody, an alumna and
former varsity rower here, is coaching the Novice women’s team. Kristin Goodrich is a world-class rower
(Google this woman, she’s phenomenal) and has really whipped the
guys into shape. The fall work we put
in has put us in better fitness shape
than most of us have been in,” Hammond said.
If the Daffodil Cup Regatta results
are any indication as to the potential of the Loggers’ crew teams, then
their season will continue to be quite
impressive.
“With a smaller team our individual goals are very closely aligned. It
creates a super competitive, yet super supportive, environment and
while power not might be on our
side this year, we are all working towards finding our optimum lineup giving us our best shot at being
the fastest crew in the Pacific North
West,” Hammond said.
The Loggers will travel to Vancouver, Wash. to take part in the NCRC
Invitation on Apr. 2.
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Baseball waits out rain, sweeps Lewis & Clark
to move to 8-1 in Northwest Conference play
By TYLER VLASAK
Last weekend the Loggers battled
against the struggling Lewis & Clark
Pioneers, hoping to secure the top
spot in the Northwest Conference.
In the first game of the series
sophomore Matt Robinson (Lafayette, Calif.) took the mound hoping
to continue the dominant pitching
which has helped lift the Loggers
to the top of the Northwest Conference, and he did just that. He
held the Pioneers to just two runs
through eight complete innings,
lowering his ERA to 1.77, currently
fifth in the conference among starting pitchers.
Robinson attributes his success
this year to his time on the mound
during his freshman year, stating
that “he is learning how to be more
efficient and mix pitches.” He appreciates the early season success,
but knows that the team has a long
way to go in order to continue their
winning ways.
The Logger offensive attack was
led by Casey Coberly (Boise, Idaho) who racked up two RBIs while
freshman Jeff Walton (Carmichael,
Calif.) drove in one run. Junior
Matt Cox (Salem, Ore.), currently
atop the Northwest Conference in
batting average at .469, also added
an RBI. Senior closer Cam Duvall
(Lakewood, Wash.) threw one shut-

out inning to close out game and
ensure the 6-2 victory in game one
of the three game series.
Game two was an offensive
breakout game for both squads. The
Loggers found themselves down
8-4 going into the bottom of the
eighth inning, but a two run single
by Dakota Resnik (Bellevue, Wash.)
capped off a 3 run inning and put
the Loggers within one going into
the bottom of the ninth.
Duvall came in and threw another scoreless ninth to keep the Loggers at a one run deficit and record
the win. In the bottom half of the
inning, the Logger bats stayed hot.
With nobody out and runners on
2nd and 3rd, freshman Addison
Melzer (Portland, Ore.) stepped
into the box as a pinch hitter. Melzer connected on a 0-1 pitch and
drove the ball deep into the gap in
left center, easily scoring two Logger
base runners and ensuring the Logger victory.
Melzer wasn’t necessarily looking
for the game winning hit, he simply hoped “to get a pitch [he] could
drive into the outfield that would
let [Kainoa Correa (Hilo, Hawai’i)]
score on a sac-fly from third.” Even
though he wasn’t necessarily looking for it, his two run double gave
the Loggers their second win of the
series at a score of 9-8.
The final game of the series,

Baseball vs. L & C
Game 1:
W 6-2
Game 2:
W 9-8
Game 3:
W 7-2
though not quite as dramatic as the
previous, showed why the Loggers
have found themselves at the top of
the Northwest Conference.
Sophomore Nathan Aguiar (Los
Gatos, Calif.) threw 6.1 solid innings, giving up only two unearned
runs. Duvall finished out the game,
throwing 2.2 scoreless innings to
cap off his three appearances allowing zero runs.
Offensively, two of the Logger
freshmen accounted for five of the
seven Logger runs in the game. Designated hitter Tucker Barney (Boise, Idaho) finished the day with two
RBIs, while catcher Christian Carter (San Diego, Calif.) drove in two
runs and scored one himself. Chaz
Kramer (Boulder, Colo.) and Andrew Grady (Cave Creek, Ariz.) tallied one RBI each to add to the 7-2
Logger victory.
With sole possession of first
place, the Loggers look forward
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Cruising: Matt Robinson has been dominant in NWC play.
to facing the second place Linfield
Wildcats next weekend in McMinnville, Oregon.
Duvall admits that there “isn’t an
easy game left on the schedule, but
the effectiveness of the bullpen will
determine whether or not we can

win a conference championship.”
If the team’s starting staff can
keep their opponents from scoring
early and the bats can keep putting
up runs, the Loggers have a great
chance at ending the season on top
of the Northwest Conference.
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All Out: Effort on the basepaths helped the Loggers beat L & C.
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Prepared: Megan Janes crouches in anticipation of a pitch as the umpire looks over her shoulder.

Loggers sweep Pioneers, manage
just one win against Willamette
By ZACH BANKS
The Puget Sound softball team
had a successful five game set this
past weekend against the Lewis and
Clark Pioneers and the Willamette
Bearcats after returning from a sixgame spring break series in southern California.
The Loggers swept the Pioneers
in two games on Friday by scores of
7-5 and 5-4, respectively. On Saturday, the Loggers had a tough opening game against Willamette, losing
15-2, but were able to bounce back
and win the nightcap by a score of
6-3. Sunday proved to be a difficult
day for both teams as the weather

prevented the second game of the
double-header against Willamette
from being played after the Loggers
dropped game one 8-0.
The first games of the weekend
against Lewis and Clark proved
to be the two most exciting of the
weekend for Puget Sound. Junior
Aryn Grause (Corvallis, Ore.) had
a career day for the Loggers, hitting
two home runs and picking up the
win in the circle in both games.
In game one, both teams got out
to a very hot start. The Loggers
took the early lead on a solo homerun from Grause in the first. Lewis and Clark answered back in the
second with a run of their own. In

the Logger’s half of the second, senior Alex Usher (Carson, Wash.)
singled home junior Anthea Aasen (Tacoma, Wash.). Later in the
inning junior Elayna Van Hess
(Aumsville, Ore.) hit a three-run
home run to break the game open
for the time being. However, Lewis
and Clark would not go away easily.
In the top of the third, the Pioneers
tied the game up on the strength
of a grand slam. The Loggers then
answered back immediately in the
bottom of the third on a pair of RBI
singles from junior Chrissy Atterson (Marysville, Wash.) and junior
Joleen Monifilleto (Everett, Wash.).
Those two runs would be enough

for the Loggers to pick up the win
as Grause held the Pioneers scoreless for the remainder of the game.
Game two was a back and forth
battle until the very end. Grause
came in to pitch for the last inning
and two-thirds and also had the defining hit of the game when she hit
a walk-off solo shot in the bottom of
the seventh to break the 4-4 tie and
give the Loggers the sweep.
On Saturday, the Loggers got off
to a slow start, giving up 15 runs in
the first five innings to the Bearcats.
Junior Megan Janes (Littleton,
Colo.) scored the two runs for the
Loggers while Van Hess and senior
Carolyn Moore (Seattle, Wash.)
picked up an RBI apiece.
The Loggers were able to avenge
their loss in game one with a solid
victory in game two. Grause stayed
hot with another home run, this
time a two-run shot that gave the
Loggers the 5-3 lead in the sixth.
Puget Sound would add another run in the seventh to cap off the
6-3 victory. Senior Auriel Sperberg
(Spanaway, Wash.) picked up the
victory in the circle for the Loggers,
her fourth of the year.
Before the rain could end the Loggers’ day on Sunday, the Bearcats

took one more from Puget Sound
by a score of 8-0. Willamette posted
a tremendous first inning, bringing
home five runs to take an early lead.
The Loggers could only manage two
hits on the game and were not able
to score. Willamette picked up their
last three runs in the fifth to put an
end to the game and also the series.
After going 3-2 this past weekend, the Loggers will prepare to go
on the road this week to take on
Linfield and Pacific.

Softball vs. L & C
Game 1:
W 7-5
Game 2:
W 5-4
Softball vs. Willamette
Game 1:
L 2-15
Game 2:
W 6-3
Game 3:
L 0-8
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Abby Hill’s stunning landscapes occupy Kittredge
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA

Chances are most of you have seen
some of the beautiful still lifes and
landscapes by artist Abby Williams
Hill that grace the walls of Jones Hall,
but now you can also view some of
Hill’s drawings on exhibit in Kittredge
Gallery. Abby Williams Hill: Wanderlust, Works on Paper, 1895-1927 will
be showing now until April 9.
“I thought it would be nice to
show a different aspect of her work.
The subject for most of her paintings
tends to be landscapes. But many of
these drawings [in Kittredge] also

include buildings or structures,”
Andrea Moody, Consulting Curator
of the Abby Williams Hill Collection, said. According to Moody, although many of Hill’s paintings have
been exhibited, a lot of her drawings
haven’t.
When you enter the exhibit and
start on the left, you will see drawings of Vashon Island. As you progress around the room (clockwise),
drawings of the Midwest, Germany,
the Northwest, Europe and finally
the West Coast (places like Laguna
Beach) hang from the white walls in
clean, black frames. The drawings

are organized chronologically as they
wrap around the room.
Hill’s beautiful pen-and-ink drawings are mesmerizing in their simplicity. The delicate lines depict images
of trees, lakes and log cabins of the
Northwest as well as stone cathedrals
of Europe.
“The show is not only about her
drawings. The other part of the show
is about her love of travel and desire
to always be on the road, whether it
was traveling by train or by boat and
later by car,” Moody said. “I think
it’s important for people to come see
the show because there’s such a rich

amount of resources in the archives,
so people that might not be captivated
by the artwork might be by some of
the history. We have boxes and boxes
of her letters and diaries and journals
and they’re absolutely fascinating.
And they’re open to students who
want to come in and research her.”
These documents are located in the
archives in Collins Memorial Library.
The drawings currently on display
in Kittredge Gallery come straight
from Hill’s notebooks and are dated
within the same range as the paintings in Jones.
Moody informed me that the

University owns almost all of Hill’s
known work, which was donated in
several stages by Hill’s children. According to an article in the most recent edition of Arches, Hill never sold
her work, so almost all of her canvases
and drawings remained in her possession.
Hill’s work has been shown in over
30 exhibits and is also the inspiration
for an installation currently showing
at the Museum of Glass in Tacoma.
Glimmering Gone features glass work
done by glass artists Ingalena Klenell
and Beth Lipman and will be on display from now until March 2012.

Charlie Sheen, “The Warlock,” to embark on tour Fantastic
FroYo on
N. Tacoma
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Break from reality: Sheen gives audiences exactly what they pay for.

By LEAH WEITZ
It’s hard to read the newspaper
these days. Between the catastrophic
tragedy in Japan and increasing violence and political unrest in the East,
the news can be a highly upsetting

reality check.
Perhaps this is why the media is so
affixed on Charlie Sheen.
To resign oneself entirely to pessimism, fear or apathy is a tragedy in
itself, in addition to the catastrophes
which humanity faces today.

And so, it’s particularly important
during times like these to indulge
in the ridiculous or humorous, in
addition to staying up-to-date with
world affairs and doing all we can to
support those who suffer around the
globe.
Thus, with no further ado, I present a comprehensive guide to your
favorite tiger-blooded warlock,
Charlie Sheen.
A brief bio: Sheen, age 45, was
born Carlos Irwin Estevez in New
York City. The actor, who now resides in Los Angeles, has been featured in over 50 movies, spanning
from 1974 to the present, and is best
known for his work in television as
the star of CBS’s Two and a Half
Men. He has been married three
times, has five children and is currently divorced.
A rundown of Sheen’s antics within the past year, and particularly the
past few weeks, includes the following (but unless you’ve been shunning all things media, you already
know this): rehab, strippers, arrest,
numerous bizarre media appearances, purported possession and ingestion of tiger blood, dismissal from
his near decade of work on Two and
a Half Men, waving a machete from
a rooftop, an overuse of the words
“warlock,” “troll,” and “winning,”
female companions coined “goddesses” and lots and lots of cocaine.
These things are all hilarious to

varying degrees, but wait. It gets
better. What the average Sheen appreciator may not know is that he’s
going on tour.
While Sheen is neither musician
nor stand-up comedian nor possesses any truly tour-worthy skills,
the ex-actor (for he has no current
projects) is touring in the month of
April across the U.S.
The tour, officially titled “Charlie
Sheen LIVE: My Violent Torpedo
of Truth/Defeat is Not An Option”
shockingly sold out its preliminary
dates in minutes. More dates were
added, bringing the total to 21.
The tour is advertised thus: “Will
you ask questions? Will you laugh?
Will you scream? Will you know the
truth? WILL THERE BE MORE?!?!
This IS where you will hear the REAL
story from the Warlock. Bring it. I
dare you to keep up with me” and is
for mature audiences 18+.
Sheen will be directly profiting
from 85 percent of the proceeds.
While it’s not known what exactly
the show will entail, an unidentified
source claims, “There will be a lot of
scripted material, plus videos, interactive audience material, the whole
range of things that play off Charlie’s
strengths. There will be light and
dark moments. People will not be
disappointed.”
For only $750, the show includes a
meet-and-greet with the actor himself and other Sheentastic bonuses.

Dogtooth offers an unsettling view of family
By LINDSEY FLATT

A lesson on the dangers of insularity, Dogtooth is an uncomfortable
exploration of a father’s efforts to
maintain dictatorial control over his
family.
Dogtooth depicts the lives of an
unnamed family whose interactions
with the outside world are severely
mediated by the only family member who ventures beyond the gates
of their estate—the father (Christos
Stergioglou).
Such extreme isolation leads to
a bizarre family life, to say the least.
Although they are easily in their
twenties, the family’s three children
display the kind of pettiness and
easy brutality that only children can.
The oddly violent youngest daughter
(Mary Tsoni), the son (Hristos Passalis) and the oldest daughter (Aggeliki Papoulia) amuse themselves with
twisted games of “endurance,” and
compete for their parent’s love—and
stickers—by answering academic
questions. The children will be free
to leave their enclosure, their parents
tell them, once they have properly
matured, evidenced when their “dogtooth” falls out.
Until this (fictional) event occurs,
the parents maintain, venturing into
the outside world is far too dangerous. The world outside the enclosure
has a sense of sterility, an ominous,
almost post apocalyptic emptiness to
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Twisted and sterile: Two sisters under the control of parents who refuse to expose them to outside.
it that makes the parent’s claim seem
either laughable or strangely accurate.
The family’s only contact with the
outside world is through Christina, a
security guard at the father’s factory,
who is brought in weekly to ‘service’
the son. No longer satisfied by this
role, Christina subtly corrupts “the
eldest,” upsetting an already fragile
familial balance and introducing elements of the outside world that cannot be explained away.

From the first it becomes clear that
this is a family built on misinformation. Unfamiliar (and potentially
subversive) outside words like “sea”
are familiarized and put into the
context of the family’s known world.
For example, “sea” is redefined as a
sort of large, comfy armchair, and
“phone” becomes synonymous with
saltshaker. The sorts of redefinitions
and misunderstandings that crop up
out of the family’s insular worldview
make for a hilarious satire of family

life.
In spite of a somewhat twisted humor, the film is predominantly a psychological horror film, maintaining a
level of subtle creepiness throughout.
Dogtooth unravels at a somewhat
laconic rate—at moments, it seems
suspended outside of our normal
understanding of temporality. Despite, or perhaps because of this, it is
bizarrely captivating, taking an unexpected hold on your mind that persists long after you’ve left the theatre.

By JENI OPPENHEIMER
In the last month a delicious
family owned frozen yogurt shop
has opened up on N. Tacoma Ave.
While many students have not yet
been to Gibsons, those who have
been rave about the treats they have
eaten there.
“The service was good. The woman working gave us both coupons
for a free frozen yogurt!” senior Liz
Weil said.
The owners, Jim and Judy Gibson, are very friendly and usually
around; while there is only one shop
at the moment, they hope to expand
and have three more within the next
five years.
To add incentive, there are 10
percent discounts for anyone who
shows a student id and punch cards
where the fifth cup of fro-yo is free.
Despite this, one student said the
prices were: “a little bit high.”
Some student favorite flavors
have been French vanilla and peanut butter, and most flavors are
non-fat and half the calories of icecream.
While Judy, the co-owner, said
that “the demographic for frozen
yogurt eaters nationwide is women
between the ages of 18 and 35,” she
has seen “just about every age and
gender” come into the store.
And although Gibsons has only
been open since Valentine’s Day,
business is going very well.
“We thought it would take about
3 months to build up to the numbers of guests that we’re already seeing—so it’s going very well—thank
you Tacoma!” Judy said when asked
about numbers of guests.
This success may be due to the
wide variety of flavors that Gibsons
has to offer. There are 8 types of froyo that change weekly and an additional 30 toppings, which include
fresh fruit, belgin waffles and hot
fudge, of course, so the combination
possibilities are endless.
There is certainly a demand for
this service. While there is another fro-yo place at the mall, it is far
away and “isn’t as good because it
isn’t the tart kind of fro-yo” Breanne Sterbick, a Puget Sound student, said.
The only real critique anyone
had about the place was that the
staff was a bit too peppy, which appeared to be a common consensus
across several students. However if
too attentive of customer service is
the only problem Gibson’s has had
in the first few months, the shop is
slated for success.
The big grand opening happens to
be on graduation, May 14th, which
will feature “lots of free stuff, games,
prizes and live music” according to
the owners.
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Bringing ASUPS brings Minus the Bear to campus
granola to
the masses
By ELYSSA DAHL

By KATE SCHWEND
I can own up to the name, so I’m
going to go ahead and say it: I’m a
granola. That’s not granola in the
sense of the all-natural organic food
rides-a-bike-and-doesn’t-wearshoes-or-deodorant-stringy-haired
hippy, but “granola” in the purest
sense: I make my own granola.
But hippies aren’t the only people who like granola, and I say that
anyone who eats granola should be
making their own. It’s simply too
easy and inexpensive not to. Hence,
Annie’s Basic Granola:
8 cups oatmeal
1 cup olive oil
1 cup honey
+ Any and as many add-ins as
you please: flax seed, wheat germ,
whey protein, chopped walnuts, almonds, shredded coconut, etc.
To cook, heat oil and honey together until they are combined. In
a bowl, mix oats with add-ins. Pour
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DIY: Too cheap not to cook.
¾ of the oil mixture over the oats.
Stir until the oats are completely
coated and spread them onto an
ungreased cookie sheet. Drizzle
the remaining oil mixture over the
oats (this will create the delicious
clumps of oats that are my favorite
part). Bake for 40 minutes at 275°
or until golden, stirring every 10
minutes. This amount makes about
2 gallon-sized ziplocs.
You can play with the honey/oil
mixture a bit, as long as you keep a
1:1 ratio of sticky sweet-oil. Different oils will have different flavors as
well as different nutritional content;
for example, olive oil has a rich buttery flavor, but is much higher in fat
than basic vegetable oil. Many people also use substitutes for honey,
such as maple syrup or molasses,
which will also flavor the granola
differently.
As far as add-ins go, I tend to add
at least one protein or fiber additive, such as wheat germ, flax seed
or whey protein.
I also almost always add a nut
of some sort, but I’m a purist, so I
don’t usually add more than one
kind. A cup and a half of almonds
is just about perfect for me. Coconut is also a favorite ingredient, so
there’s always at least a cup of that
in my granola.
Don’t worry about adding too
many “extra” ingredients; this
recipe is designed so that you can’t
throw off the ratio.
Lots of people like to add dried
fruit, which is fantastic. I’m a raisin
fanatic, but my family prefers blueberries. Be sure to add the fruit after the granola is cooked, because if
you cook dried fruit it will turn into
molar-busting pebbles.
Enjoy, and I’ll see you in the bulk
grains section of the Met, you hippie.

As any student representative
knows, it is nearly impossible to make
everyone happy. But junior Tucker
Shouse, Programmer for ASUPS Entertainment, is confident that there
might be a way to bring the campus
together: rock and roll.
Next Friday, April 8, the Field
House will host Seattle-based indie
rock innovators Minus the Bear,
backed by the up-and-coming People
Eating People. Tickets are now on
sale at the Info Center at $12 for students.
Shouse understands that selecting a band that appeals to such a
varied student body needed to be
approached with care. The way he
understands it, there are two major
spheres of music listeners on campus: the indie rock guitar-lovers and
the hip-hop/rap fans.
Minus the Bear is the ideal band to
bridge this gap. The band’s website
labels them as “a prog pop indie rock
band.” “If you’re into guitar effects
and changing time signatures and
tempos, you’ll like them. If you want
a band with a great atmosphere and
audience, you’ll like them,” Shouse
said.
Minus the Bear’s legacy is well
known in the Pacific Northwest.
Their 2002 debut LP, Highly Refined Pirates, illustrates memories of
rain-soaked evenings on the Puget
Sound, drinking wine and driving
too fast. Since then, their music has
progressed into a more technicallydriven sound, manifest onstage by
lead guitarist Dave Knudson’s passionate stomping on distortion pedals through each track.
“I think they’re a very good representation of what the Seattle music
community is all about,” Shouse said.
Shouse recognized that while the
sound might not immediately appeal
to everyone on campus, attending the
concert would be a chance to glimpse
a great rock band on the up and up.
“In two years, I can see them going
through the same kind of explosion

that happened to the Black Keys or
Kings of Leon,” he said. He respectfully and humorously urged students
to see them before the radio and
movie trailers overplay their music.
The process of scheduling Minus the Bear to play at Puget Sound
wasn’t easy. “It’s really hard to get
the Field House on a Friday or Saturday,” Shouse said. Luckily, ASUPS
was able to reserve the time and get
what Shouse called “the best bang for
our buck.”
Signing a contract with a rock
band is complex. Since the Field
House can’t offer the same amenities
as Minus the Bear’s normal venues—
late start times and alcohol sales for
the audience—their contract had to
be revised multiple times before all
involved parties would sign.
April being one of the busiest
months on campus, the delay caused
by this contract revision created an
overlap in events. Minus the Bear’s
concert will coincide with several
events on campus: B-GLAD’s 9th Annual Drag Show, Up at the Senior
Theatre Festival and the Jacobsen Series’ Opera performances.
Recently elected ASUPS President
Marcus Luther is apologetic about
the scheduling conflicts. “One of the
goals of our new administration is to
work harder to achieve better correspondence between both ASUPS
and student groups, with the hopes
of minimizing the amount of times
that unfortunate schedule conflicts
occur,” he said.
Shouse was adamant that Puget
Sound’s hosting Minus the Bear is
meant only to be positive for the
campus community. “This event is
your campus trying to do something
great,” he said.
The Minus the Bear concert is intended to offer the best experience
possible for the greatest number of
people in the effort of creating what
Luther referred to as a “collective
identity” on campus.
More than anything, the band’s
technical dexterity and rich lyricism
are worth seeing in themselves.
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Indie rock: ASUPS hopes the band will “satisfy all music tastes.”

A spring playlist for breaking out the sunglasses
By CHRISTINE LUNDMARK
Without fail, every spring I decide that the music I’ve been listening to all winter is complete crap
and that I need to get some new
tunes. Most specifically, I get tired
of sad ambient rock, a la Low, that
mirrors the cloud blanket capping
us in claustrophobia from October
to around now. So I’ve gone on a
hunt for bubbly, warm pop songs
that make me feel like summer is on
its way, along with shorts, sandals
and the sweet, sweet smell of sunscreen. I’ve found a newer song by
Tennis, old standards by Belle and
Sebastian and Faust and a classic
by Neil Young, all of which get the
blood flowing and the ears tingling.
In no particular order, here they are:
“Legal Man” by Belle and Sebastian
“Legal Man” is a great spring anthem, if for no reason other than the
peppy chorus, “Get out of the city
and into the sunshine / get out of
the office and into the springtime!”
Stuart Murdoch’s dulcet, Scottishtinted voice is perfect for soothing
those end-of-the-semester blues. I’d
take their advice if you can—go! Get
out of the library! It’s sunny outside!
“Sparrow Song” by Acrylics
I simply can’t get enough of this
breathy, dreamy synth-pop song.
I first stumbled upon it on some
music blog and was thrilled when
it started playing on KUPS. It’s a
great glittery song for sunny mornings when you want to sit around
and feel like the world is actually an
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Warm pop songs to make you feel like summer is on its
way, along with shorts, sandals and the sweet smells of
sunscreen.
okay place to be.
“Jogging Gorgeous Summer” by
Islands
This perky, whimsical tune about
living in treehouses and being with
the one you love on sunny summer
days is one of my favorites by this
group led by a Unicorns grad. To
make it better, the silly lyrics are
set to wonderful sprightly melodies
that feel like skipping around on
green grass with a picnic blanket
nearby.
“Coffee and TV” by Blur
One of the best songs by the ever-

brilliant Blur, “Coffee and TV” is a
love song with a great driving Krautrock beat. “Take me away from this
big bad world / and agree to marry
me / so we can start over again,” Damon Albarn sings, and the following
scrappy, gnarled guitar solo is great
for driving around with your windows down (which you can finally
do)! If you have a chance, watch the
music video too. You’re really rooting for that milk carton to find true
love and his long-lost friend.
“Ride My Llama” by Neil Young
Perfect for those capricious road

trip urges that hit when the spring
comes, this Neil Young classic describes the perennial desire to ride
one’s llama from Peru to Texarkansas. Don’t pretend you don’t have
that urge, too.
“The Breeze” by Dr. Dog
I remember lying in my front
yard on a blanket during spring
of my sophomore year, eating a
mango, and listening to this song
on repeat. It’s a perfect song for
a lazy afternoon: lots of oohs and
aahs and slow-building verses. The
lead singer’s dusky voice and tinny
guitar picking feel like the perfect
soundtrack for burgeoning daffodils
and itty-bitty buds on trees.
“Jennifer” by Faust
“Jennifer” is one of those songs
that is perfect for staring into that
special someone’s eyes and whispering sweet nothings into their ears.
And since spring is the time when
all we want is to meet that someone
(or someones if you want to play it
fast and loose) then you should listen to “Jennifer” a few times to get
into the mood.
“Marathon” by Tennis
This swoony, beach pop tune is
sure to have you scrambling for plus
towels, straw hats and sunglasses.
The lead singer’s sweet and adorable
voice croons through laid back yet
exciting verses and make me want
to dance around a little bit, singing
along into a hairbrush. Really, anything from Tennis’ new album is
perfect for this time of year, so take
a listen if you’re like myself and dying for something fresh and fun.

